Task granularity, i.e., the amount of work performed by parallel tasks, is a key performance attribute of parallel applications. On the one hand, fine-grained tasks (i.e., small tasks carrying out few computations) may introduce considerable parallelization overheads. On the other hand, coarse-grained tasks (i.e., large tasks performing substantial computations) may not fully utilize the available CPU cores, leading to missed parallelization opportunities. In this article, we provide a better understanding of task granularity for taskparallel applications running on a single Java Virtual Machine in a shared-memory multicore. We present a new methodology to accurately and efficiently collect the granularity of each executed task, implemented in a novel profiler (available open-source) that collects carefully selected metrics from the whole system stack with low overhead, and helps developers locate performance and scalability problems. We analyze task granularity in the DaCapo, ScalaBench, and Spark Perf benchmark suites, revealing inefficiencies related to fine-grained and coarse-grained tasks in several applications. We demonstrate that the collected task-granularity profiles are actionable by optimizing task granularity in several applications, achieving speedups up to a factor of 5.90×. Our results highlight the importance of analyzing and optimizing task granularity on the Java Virtual Machine.
INTRODUCTION
Due to technological limitations complicating further advances in single CPU cores (such as the clock rate and the amount of exploitable instruction-level parallelism), nowadays processors offer an increasing number of CPU cores. While modern multicore machines provide extensive opportunities to speed up applications, developing or tuning a parallel application to make good use of Analysis and Optimization of Task Granularity on the Java Virtual Machine 19:3 principles or code reuse, they significantly complicate task-granularity profiling. Moreover, the considered metrics may be susceptible to measurement perturbations caused by the inserted instrumentation code. In particular, such perturbations may alter the collected values of task granularity, thus biasing the results. While being of paramount importance, minimizing measurement perturbations is challenging.
Our work makes the following contributions. We develop a new methodology for profiling the task granularity of applications running on the JVM. We implement our profiling technique in the novel task-granularity profiler tgp. Our tool is built upon the DiSL [35] Java bytecode instrumentation framework, enabling the detection of all spawned tasks, including those in the Java class library (which is notoriously hard to instrument [5, 25] ). To enable a detailed and accurate analysis of task granularity, tgp resorts to vertical profiling [16] , 5 collecting a carefully selected set of metrics from the whole system stack, aligning them via offline analysis. Moreover, thanks to calling-context profiling [3] , 6 tgp identifies classes and methods where optimizations related to task granularity are needed, guiding developers toward useful optimizations through actionable profiles [39] . 7 Our technique resorts to a novel and efficient profiling methodology, instrumentation, and data structures to collect accurate task-granularity profiles with low profiling overhead. Overall, our tool helps developers locate performance and scalability problems related to task granularity. To the best of our knowledge, tgp is the first task-granularity profiler for the JVM.
With tgp, we analyze task granularity in two well-known benchmark suites for the JVM, i.e., Da-Capo [6] and ScalaBench [59] , as well as in several applications from Spark Perf [10] , a benchmark suite for the popular Apache Spark [74] big-data analytics framework. Our analysis shows that several applications either employ a large number of fine-grained tasks which suffer from noticeable contention leading to significant parallelization overheads, or a small number of coarse-grained tasks that underutilize CPU and result in idle cores. We identify fine-grained tasks that can be merged to reduce parallelization overheads, as well as coarse-grained tasks that can be split into several smaller ones to better leverage idle CPU cores. To the best of our knowledge, we provide the first analysis of task granularity for task-parallel applications on the JVM. Moreover, we reveal performance issues of the target applications that were previously unknown.
We use the actionable profiles collected by tgp to guide the optimization of task granularity in numerous applications. We collect and analyze the calling contexts upon the creation and submission of tasks causing performance drawbacks, locating classes and methods to modify to perform optimizations related to task granularity. Our optimizations result in significant speedups (up to a factor of 5.90×) in several applications suffering from fine-and coarse-grained tasks.
This article significantly extends our previous work on task-granularity profiling and optimization on the JVM [53, 54] . In this article, we describe our approach to instrument tasks and collect their granularities in-depth (Section 6), as well as its implementation in DiSL (Section 7), which are not presented in our previous work. Moreover, we present an in-depth evaluation of tgp (Section 8) in terms of its profiling overhead (which is only partially outlined in our previous work) and the measurement perturbations introduced by our tool (which is missing in the previous publications). Finally, we significantly extend the analysis (Section 9) and the optimization (Section 10) of task granularity to new parallel applications, which further demonstrate the impact and the benefits of our work on different multicore machines (Section 11).
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This article is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces background information on the used frameworks. Section 3 defines the scope of our analysis and the terminology used in the article. Section 4 details the metrics of interest. Section 5 discusses our profiling methodology. Section 6 describes the instrumentation for profiling task granularity. Section 7 details the implementation of our approach in DiSL. Section 8 discusses the profiling overhead and the measurement perturbations introduced by tgp. Section 9 details our empirical task-granularity analysis. Section 10 presents our approach to optimize task granularity. Section 11 evaluates the speedup achieved by our task-granularity optimizations. Section 12 discusses other aspects of our work. Section 13 compares our approach with related work. Finally, we conclude in Section 14.
BACKGROUND
Here, we introduce background information on the DiSL and Shadow VM frameworks used by tgp.
DiSL
The implementation of our profiling methodology resorts to DiSL to insert profiling code into the observed application. DiSL [35] is a dynamic program-analysis framework based on Java bytecode instrumentation. In DiSL, developers write instrumentation code in the form of code snippets, based on aspect-oriented programming (AOP) principles [26] that allow a concise implementation of runtime monitoring tools. DiSL allows developers to specify where a code snippet shall be woven through markers (specifying which parts of a method to instrument, such as method bodies, basic blocks, etc.), annotations (specifying where a code snippet must be inserted w.r.t. a marker, e.g., before or after method bodies), scopes (specifying which classes or methods shall be instrumented based on a pattern-matching scheme), and guards (predicate methods enabling the evaluation of conditionals at instrumentation-time to determine whether a code snippet should be woven into the method being instrumented or not).
Code snippets and guards have access to context information provided via method arguments. Context information can be either static (i.e., static information limited to constants) or dynamic (i.e., including local variables and the operand stack). Dynamic context information can be accessed only by code snippets. DiSL supports also synthetic local variables (enabling data passing between different code snippets woven into the same method body) and thread-local variables (implemented by additional instance fields in java.lang.Thread). Both variables can be expressed as annotated static fields (i.e., @SyntheticLocal and @ThreadLocal, respectively).
DiSL performs the instrumentation in a separate JVM process, the DiSL server. A native JVMTI 8 agent attached to the observed JVM intercepts classloading, sending each loaded class to the DiSL server. There, the instrumentation logic determines which methods to instrument to collect the desired metrics. Instrumented classes are then sent back to the observed JVM. The DiSL weaver guarantees full bytecode coverage of an analysis. 9 In particular, DiSL enables the instrumentation of classes in the Java class library, which are notoriously hard to instrument [5, 25] . 8 JVMTI (JVM Tool Interface) [44] is an interface that enables a native agent (attached to a JVM) to inspect the state of a JVM and to control the execution of applications running on top of it. JVMTI agents can intercept certain events occurring in the observed JVM, such as the loading of a class (allowing one to modify the final representation of a class before it is linked in the JVM), the termination of a thread, the shutdown of the observed JVM, or the activation of the garbage collector. 9 Full bytecode coverage is the ability of a framework to guarantee the instrumentation of every Java method with a bytecode representation.
Shadow VM
DiSL offers a deployment setting to isolate the execution of analysis code from application code, executing analysis code asynchronously with respect to the application code in a separate JVM process, the Shadow VM [34] . The observed application is instrumented using DiSL to emit the events of interests, which are then forwarded to the analysis executing in the separate Shadow VM via a native JVMTI agent attached to the observed JVM. This setting avoids sharing states between the analysis and the observed application, preventing certain problems that may be introduced by less isolated approaches [25] . Moreover, Shadow VM eases proper handling of all thread life cycle events, and guarantees that all thread termination events are received even during the shutdown phase of the JVM. We rely on Shadow VM to increase the isolation of analysis code and to guarantee that the granularity of all threads can be detected and registered (even during the shutdown phase), ensuring the complete detection of all spawned tasks.
TASKS
In this section, we outline the entities of interest to our work and tasks that require special handling.
Tasks in Java
Our work targets tasks created by parallel applications running on a JVM. We consider only those entities as tasks that are expected to be executed in parallel with other tasks. In Java, parallel applications usually specify objects to be potentially executed in parallel (by different threads) as subtypes of at least one of the following interfaces or classes:
• interface java.lang.Runnable; • interface java.util.concurrent.Callable; • abstract class java.util.concurrent.ForkJoinTask.
According to the Java API [43] , Runnable should be implemented by objects intended to be executed by a thread, Callable provides a semantics analogous to Runnable, with the difference that objects can declare a non-void return type, while ForkJoinTask should be extended by entities run by a fork-join pool. Hence, we consider all instances of subtypes of the above Java interfaces/classes as tasks. We use the term task interfaces to collectively refer to Runnable, Callable, and ForkJoinTask. 10 Java threads themselves are also considered tasks, as java.lang.Thread implements Runnable.
Task Granularity
Task granularity represents the amount of work carried out by each task. Following the indications of the Java API [43] , the starting points for the computation of a task are the methods:
We refer to the above methods, as well as all implementations of Runnable.run and Callable.call and all overriding exec methods in subtypes of ForkJoinTask as execution methods. When a thread executes a task, it will always call such a method. Consequently, all code executed in the dynamic extent of an execution method contributes to the granularity of a task.
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Task Submission
We also detect when tasks are submitted to a task execution framework, i.e., any subtype of the interface java.util.concurrent.Executor, such as ThreadPoolExecutor or ForkJoinPool. A task is submitted if it is passed as argument to a submission method. We consider as submission methods all (overriding) implementations of the following methods:
Note that the Java API [46, 47] defines multiple ExecutorService.submit, ForkJoinPool.execute and ForkJoinPool.submit methods. We consider all of them as submission methods, along with all their (overriding) implementations. We use the term task submission to refer to the submission of a task to a task execution framework.
Nested Tasks
Some tasks may be nested, i.e., they fully execute within the dynamic extent of the execution method of another task, which we call outer task. The outer and nested tasks cannot execute in parallel, as the execution of the outer task cannot proceed before the execution of the nested task has completed.
A nested task is effectively used as a normal object by the outer task, rather than as a task that could execute in parallel with the outer task. For this reason, we employ a heuristic for task aggregation, which aggregates the execution of a nested task to its outer task. While profiling an application, a nested task is treated as any other task, and its granularity is collected separately from the one of its outer task. After the profiling, we apply our heuristic (offline), to offer a condensed view of task executions, where a nested task is aggregated to its outer task, resulting in a single, larger task.
Task aggregation sums up the granularity of the nested task to the one of the outer task. If the outer task is itself nested, we recursively aggregate it until a non-nested task is found. Task aggregation occurs for nested tasks satisfying one of the following conditions:
(1) the outer task is not a thread;
(2) the outer task is a thread, and both of the following conditions are true:
• the nested task has not been submitted;
• the nested task is created and executed by the same thread.
The first condition is motivated by the fact that each task necessarily executes in the dynamic extent of a thread; hence, aggregating tasks to threads would result in a final profile composed only of threads. The second condition indicates code patterns similar to new MyRunnable().run(), where the created entity is effectively used by the thread as a normal object rather than as a task. For this reason, we aggregate the entity to the executing thread.
Our heuristic for task aggregation aims at reducing the complexity of the resulting taskgranularity profiles, removing tasks that cannot run in parallel. Examples of nested tasks that are aggregated are helper tasks and adapter tasks. The former are tasks that carry out small auxiliary operations, such as setting or cleaning up data or handling exceptions, before executing other tasks. 11 The latter are tasks that act as adapters to another task interface. 12 By aggregating such tasks and removing them from the profiles, our heuristic allows the user to focus on the important tasks running in parallel, easing task-granularity analysis in applications that use common abstractions from the Java class library such as task execution frameworks.
Nested Calls to Execution Methods
Tasks may present nested calls to their own execution methods, i.e., before the execution of a task t completes, one of t's execution methods calls one of its own execution methods. This situation may occur due to:
• direct or indirect recursive calls to execution methods, e.g., t.run() calls t.run(); • calls to an (overridden) task execution method defined in the superclass, e.g., t.run() calls super.run(); • nested calls to different execution methods, if t is an instance of multiple task interfaces, e.g., t.run() calls t.call(), with t being subtype of both Runnable and Callable.
If a task presents nested calls, we consider the task as executed only when the first (outermost) call to its execution method completes, collecting its task granularity only at that moment. Our approach ensures that all work executed in the dynamic extent of an execution method is measured and considered as task granularity, complying with the specifications given in Section 3.2.
Multiple Task Executions
Finally, a task can be executed multiple times, i.e., after task execution has completed, one of its execution method is called again, and the task executes to completion. In such tasks, each execution may occur in a different thread and operate on different data. For these reasons, we treat each execution as if it was a separate task.
METRICS
Analyzing task granularity involves understanding its impact on application performance. To this end, we efficiently profile a comprehensive set of metrics from the whole system stack to provide a deeper understanding of task granularity, the utilization of CPU cores, and the contention between tasks. We employ a form of vertical profiling [16] , logically dividing the system into several layers and collecting metrics from each of them. In the following text, we present the layers involved in the profiling process and the metrics collected, while subsequent sections detail our methodology to collect such metrics. Figure 1 summarizes the different components of tgp and the techniques they are based on.
Application Layer
For each task, we collect its starting and ending execution timestamps (in nanoseconds), as well as the threads which create and execute the task (denoted as creating thread and executing thread, respectively) and the outer task (if any). The timestamps allow us to identify the time intervals where tasks are executed, enabling us to correlate task execution to JVM-and OS-layer metrics, while the other information is used by our heuristic for task aggregation to detect nested tasks that are created and executed by the same thread (which may be aggregated according to the conditions outlined in Section 3.4). We also collect the type of each task.
In an optional second profiling run, we collect the calling contexts [3] upon task creation, submission, and execution, as well as upon thread start. This information helps the user identify the classes and methods to target when optimizing task granularity.
Framework Layer
We profile all task submissions. For each of them, we track both the submitted task and the task execution framework the task is submitted to. Detecting task submissions provides useful information on the usage of task execution frameworks in the observed application. Moreover, this information is used by our heuristic for task aggregation when deciding which tasks should be aggregated (see Section 3.4). 
JVM Layer
We detect all time intervals when the garbage collector (GC) makes a stop-the-world collection, during which all threads cease to modify the state of the JVM. Stop-the-world collections can significantly alter the collected metrics, particularly those related to the OS and hardware layers. Tracking such GC activities allows us to attribute unexpected metrics fluctuations to garbage collection. During task-granularity analysis, OS-and hardware-layer metrics profiled during a stopthe-world GC are ignored, as they are collected when application threads are not in execution.
OS Layer
We detect the CPU utilization (including both user and kernel components) and the number of context switches (CSs) experienced by the observed application. The former metric allows us to determine whether the CPU is well utilized by the application, particularly when it is executing coarse-grained tasks. We use the latter metric as a measure of contention among tasks, as an excessive number of context switches indicates that tasks executing in parallel significantly interfere with each other due to the presence of numerous blocking primitives (including synchronization and message passing).
Hardware Layer
We profile the number of reference cycles elapsed during the execution of each task. A reference cycle elapses at the nominal frequency of the CPU, even if the actual CPU frequency is scaled up or down. We use reference cycles to measure task granularity. Using reference cycles ensures that the granularity of different tasks can be compared, even if the tasks were executed under different CPU frequencies. Moreover, this metric well represents the work carried out by a task, as it also accounts for instruction complexity and for latencies introduced by cache misses or misalignments. Finally, reference cycles can be converted into a temporal value if the nominal frequency of the CPU is known. Figure 2 depicts our methodology to profile task granularity. First, our profiler collects metrics during application execution, producing four different traces containing information on tasks, stopthe-world GC activations, CPU utilization, and the amount of context switches observed. After application termination, tgp performs offline processing in two steps: task aggregation and trace alignment. The former step implements our heuristic for task aggregation, producing a refined task trace as described in Section 3.4, while the latter step aligns and integrates all traces into a single profile, which enables one to accurately analyze task granularity and identify the tasks to optimize. As an optional step, tgp profiles the calling contexts upon the creation, submission and execution of such tasks, aiming at locating application code to be modified to optimize task 19:10 A. Rosà et al. granularity. Each of these steps is performed separately by different components of tgp. The rest of this section details the four steps of our methodology. Figure 3 shows the different components involved in metric collection. Metrics collected at the application and framework layers are obtained by instrumenting tasks and task execution frameworks (as detailed in Sections 6 and 7). At these layers, the metrics are sent to Shadow VM upon collection, which contains most of the profiling logic and data structures. Our profiler ensures that events signaling execution start and end are observed in Shadow VM for all executed tasks.
PROFILING METHODOLOGY

Metric Collection
At the JVM layer, we rely on JVMTI to profile stop-the-world GC activations. A dedicated agent attached to the observed application subscribes to the events GarbageCollectionStart and GarbageCollectionFinish exposed by JVMTI, storing the timestamps where collection starts and finishes, respectively.
At the OS layer, tgp employs two existing tools to query Linux performance counters. We rely on top [31] to acquire CPU utilization, while we resort to perf [49] to collect context switches. Both metrics are collected periodically at the highest rate allowed by the tools (i.e., every ∼150ms for the former and every 100ms for the latter). Each sample taken by top represents the instantaneous CPU utilization of the system, whereas each measurement performed by perf collects the number of context switches experienced by the observed application since the last measurement.
At the hardware layer, the profiler makes use of hardware performance counters (HPCs) integrated in most modern processors, which store accurate low-level metrics that can be read efficiently. We rely on PAPI [21] to manage HPCs. In particular, PAPI enables one to access per-thread virtualized counters storing low-level metrics. We use PAPI to query the reference cycles elapsed during the execution of a task. The activation and the reading of such counters is governed by the inserted instrumentation logic (see Sections 6 and 7). A dedicated JNI 13 agent enables the management of the HPCs from the instrumentation code through PAPI.
The metrics are stored in four independent traces. Shadow VM generates a task trace, including metrics on tasks collected from the application, framework, and hardware layers. The JVMTI agent responsible to profile stop-the-world GC activations collects them in a GC trace. Finally, top and perf each store the measurements in a separate trace, the CPU trace and the CS trace, respectively. The traces undergo further offline elaboration (i.e., task aggregation and trace alignment) by other components of tgp.
Task Aggregation
As described in Section 3.4, we use a heuristic approach to aggregate nested tasks to their outer tasks, such that tasks that cannot run in parallel do not appear in the profile. In this step, we apply our heuristic to nested tasks. To avoid the overhead of aggregating nested tasks during application execution, nested tasks appear as normal tasks in the task trace and are aggregated via an offline analysis in this step.
For each nested task that has to be aggregated, the profiler adds its granularity to the outer task and afterwards removes the nested task from the task trace. This step also filters out tasks created but not executed. The output of this step is a new refined task trace where nested tasks are aggregated.
Trace Alignment
The four traces obtained during metric collection are produced by independent components, each using a different trace format and temporal reference. Trace alignment is an offline process that produces a single unified profile of the application behavior suitable to analyze task granularity.
In all traces, each observation is associated with at least one timestamp, indicating either the starting/ending execution timestamps of a task (task trace), the start/finish of a garbage collection (GC trace), or the time instant when a metric was measured (CPU and CS traces). While such timestamps are obtained by querying a unique high-accuracy clock, the initial temporal reference (i.e., the zero) in each trace is different, as it may refer to the JVM default origin time [41] (task and GC traces), to the program starting time (CS trace), or to the default OS-clock starting time [32] (CPU trace).
We align traces such that the initial temporal reference in all of them is the starting time of the observed application. We also filter out observations occurred when the application was not in execution (e.g., values of CPU utilization obtained before starting the observed JVM or after its termination). The profile resulting from this process contains comprehensive information on task granularity, which can be analyzed by the user to locate tasks to optimize.
Calling-Context Profiling
Finally, calling-context profiling is an optional profiling pass that runs the observed application to obtain complete calling contexts. Our approach first identifies the types of tasks of suboptimal granularity by analyzing the profile resulting from trace alignment, and then it obtains the calling contexts upon creation, submission, and execution of all tasks of such types, to help locate application code where they are created, submitted, or executed; such code often needs to be modified to optimize task granularity. In the case of a thread, we also collect the calling context when it is started (i.e., when its start method is called by another thread). This information allows tgp to provide actionable profiles, which enable users to identify the classes and methods to target when optimizing task granularity.
INSTRUMENTATION
Here, we detail our approach to instrument tasks and collect their granularities. To ease the comprehension of our profiling technique, this section presents our approach by means of abstract data types and pseudocode. We discuss how our technique can be implemented in DiSL in Section 7.
Data Structures
Task-granularity profiling relies mainly on two data structures. We describe them by means of abstract data types. In the rest of the article, we assume the existence of types INT, LONG, THREAD, TASK, and TEF (the latter representing a task execution framework). We also assume that each type T has a null value ⊥ T , denoting that the value of a variable or parameter of type T is undefined. We use the notation ⊥ when referring to the null value without considering any specific type. 14 Task Profile. We store information on each spawned task in a Task Profile (TP). Each TP is associated with exactly one task, storing data related to its creation, submission(s), and execution(s). A new TP instance must be created along with the creation of a new task. Since each task has a unique identifier (i.e., a reference to the task instance), each task can be mapped to the corresponding TP. We store all task profiles in the Shadow VM. Table 1 describes the main fields and functions defined on a TP. Conceptually, a TP instance can be represented as a data structure composed of three fields: init, submit, and exec, which store metrics collected at task creation, submission, and execution, respectively. The first field stores a reference to the task and to the thread that created the task. This information is registered in the TP upon its creation by calling registerCreation. The second field stores an ordered list of TEF instances, representing the task execution frameworks the task was submitted to. Each call to registerSubmission appends a new task execution framework to the list. Finally, exec stores an ordered list of tuples. Each tuple contains all other metrics collected at the application and hardware layers (see Section 4) related to a single task execution, apart from calling contexts. Tasks executed multiple times have multiple such tuples in their TP, one for each task execution. Function registerExecution stores metrics related to a single task execution, creating a new tuple at the end of the list.
Apart from being fundamental to analyze task granularity, the information stored inside task profiles is used in the second and third steps of our profiling methodology to aggregate nested tasks to their outer task (if needed) and to align metrics collected from different traces (via the collected timestamps). Shadow Stack. Our instrumentation technique needs to store information related to executed methods and to make them available to subsequent callees. As this operation is done frequently, we define an auxiliary data structure, the shadow stack (SS), to support storing and accessing this kind of information. As we will show in Section 7.1, SSs can be efficiently implemented by embedding them into the frames of the call stack and into thread-local variables [51] .
SSs are similar to a usual parametrized stack, but they support access to several top elements rather than just the top of the stack. We use the notation S n T to denote an SS storing elements of type T and providing access to the n ≥ 1 top elements. To better highlight SSs, variables used as shadow stacks in this article are overlined (e.g.,s). The functions on SSs are summarized in Table 2 . Upon creation of the data structure (via method createSS), one must define the element type T of the stack, and how many top elements n ≥ 1 it provides access to. Upon creation, n special elements are pushed onto the stack; we call them empty elements ϵ T of type T , whose value is always ⊥ T . The empty elements cannot be popped from the stack (hence, the stack is never empty) and cannot be pushed after stack creation. Elements on the stack can be inspected with the top operation, which provides access to the top of the stack as well as to subsequent elements (up to the n − 1 th element from the top). Note that top may return empty elements in case the stack has not been filled up enough with push operations.
Each SS is thread-local, accessible only by the owning thread. In each method, there can be at most one push operation for each SS; such push is only allowed on method entry. For each push, there must be a corresponding pop on method completion. No other push or pop is allowed. Consequently, at the end of each method the state of each SS is the same as upon method entry.
Challenges in Task-Granularity Profiling
Task-granularity profiling is complicated by the presence of special tasks that must be detected and handled carefully. First, our heuristic for task aggregation may aggregate nested tasks to their outer-most task, depending on their characteristics (see Section 3.4). To avoid expensive checks in the inserted instrumentation code, we postpone aggregation of nested tasks to the second, offline step of the profiling methodology (Section 5.2). This implies that all nested tasks must be detected at runtime, and their granularity must be accounted accurately. In particular, the profiler must separate the granularity of the nested task from the one of the outer task. Second, a task may execute nested calls to its own execution methods (see Section 3.5). In such tasks, the profiler must determine when task execution completes, collecting its granularity only at that moment. Table 3 . Auxiliary Functions Used in Figure 5 The pseudocode in Figure 4 exemplifies the above situations. Suppose that a, b, and c are three tasks of class A, B, and C, respectively. In turn, the three classes are subtypes of Runnable, and C is also subtype of B. When the execution method of c (i.e., c.run) is executed, the execution method defined in B is called as the first operation (line 11). In this nested call, the profiling logic must ensure that the work (i.e., the reference cycles elapsed) executed in the dynamic extent of B.run is still accounted to the task being executed. Moreover, c calls the execution methods of two other tasks (a and b) within its execution method (lines 13 and 15). 15 The work executed in the context of a and b shall be accounted only to a and b, respectively, and not also to c, so as to avoid counting elapsed cycles multiple times. We rely on shadow stacks to detect the aforementioned situations, ensuring accurate accounting of task granularity. Both cases occur often in task-parallel applications (including those analyzed in Section 9); hence, it is very important to detect and handle the above situations properly.
Instrumentation for Task-Granularity Profiling
In this section, we present the instrumentation code ensuring correct task-granularity profiling. Note that this section details task-creation and task-execution profiling, while our approach to profile task submissions and calling contexts is described in Sections 7.3 and 7.4, respectively.
We describe our approach by means of snippets of pseudocode using AOP notations to express where instrumentation code is inserted. We report the code in Figure 5 . In addition to the functions defined on TPs and SSs, we use the auxiliary functions shown in Table 3 . To ease the explanation of our technique, we denote with th and ta the thread and the task in execution, respectively, and with ot the outer task of ta (which is ⊥ TASK if ta is not nested).
The instrumentation logic relies on five thread-local variables, four of them being SSs. All thread-local variables are initialized upon thread creation (lines 1-8). Code at lines 10-12 is inserted after the creation of a new task. Here, the code creates a new TP for the task being created (via registerCreation) and tracks the thread which created the task. The other code snippets are inserted before (lines 15-21) or after (lines 24-38) each execution method of every task.
To measure task granularity, we query a thread cycle counter at selected points during thread execution, via readCycleCounter. The counter stores the total amount of cycles elapsed from the start of th. We use the thread-local (TL) variable c nested−thread to store the total granularity of nested tasks executed by th, while the SS c nested−outer tracks the granularity of all nested tasks executed by ot (excluding ta). To obtain such value, the value of c nested−thread is pushed on c nested−outer at execution method entry (line 18). Note that c nested−thread (and hence top(c nested−outer ,0)) is 0 if ta is not nested.
The purpose of the SS c entry is to memorize the value of the cycle counter at execution method entry for later use (line 20). The other SSs are used to store the tasks being executed (tasks; line 16) and their execution starting timestamps (times; line 19). Following the rules for manipulating SSs, all stacks are pushed at the beginning of an execution method (lines [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and are popped at method end (lines [34] [35] [36] [37] . Note that all SSs provide access only to the topmost element, with the exception of tasks which also provides access to one element below the top.
The local variable c nested−task stores the total granularity of the nested tasks executed by ta (line 25). If ta has not executed nested tasks, c nested−thread has not been modified since the beginning of the execution method; hence, c nested−task = 0 (as the top of c nested−outer stores the value that c nested−thread had at the beginning of the method, see line 18). If ta has executed nested tasks, the difference between c nested−thread and top(c nested−outer ,0) represents the granularity of all nested tasks executed by ta, which is stored in c nested−task . The granularity c current of ta is computed as the difference between the value of the cycle counter at the end and at the beginning of the execution method (the latter has been stored in c entry ). This difference is reduced by the granularity of the nested tasks executed by ta, stored in c nested−task (line 26).
The SS tasks is necessary to identify nested calls to different execution methods of ta, as well as to determine whether ta is nested. The former case occurs if top(tasks, 1) = top(tasks, 0) (implying top(tasks, 1) ϵ TASK ), meaning that the method being executed has been called by another execution method of ta. In this case, no specific action is taken, as the execution of ta will be registered when its outmost execution method completes. On the other hand, ta is nested if top(tasks, 1) ϵ TASK ∧ top(tasks, 1) top(tasks, 0) (lines [30] [31] [32] [33] , which indicates that the method being executed has been called within the execution method of another task, as the two tasks on the stack are different. In this case, the profiler registers the execution of ta (line 31), storing in the TP the objects representing the task itself ta and the outer task ot (stored in top(tasks, 0) and top(tasks, 1), respectively), the granularity of ta (stored in c current ), the starting and ending execution timestamps (the former stored at the top of times, the latter retrievable with getTime) and the current thread th. Moreover, the profiler adds the granularity of ta to c nested−thread (line 32). Following this mechanism, the granularity of ot will exclude the cycles elapsed during the execution of the nested task ta. Finally, the condition top(tasks, 1) = ϵ TASK (line 27) indicates that ta is not nested within any other task. Here, the profiler registers its execution (line 28) and resets c nested−thread (line 29), such that the granularity of subsequently executed tasks can be accounted correctly.
IMPLEMENTATION
Here, we detail how the instrumentation scheme presented in the previous section is implemented in tgp using DiSL code.
Efficient Shadow Stacks
In Java, TL SSs can be efficiently embedded within the frames of the call stack and in TL variables. In this section, we present a translation of the functions defined on SSs (see Table 2 ) that avoids heap allocations and leverages synthetic-local and TL variables offered by DiSL. Table 4 reports the general scheme to translate functions on SSs to DiSL code, assuming that the preconditions of the functions are met. An SS S n Ts can be implemented with n − 1 TL variables and one synthetic-local variable. For n ≥ 2, the TL variable s_tl_<i> provides access to the element top(s, i) (i = [0, n − 2]). The element top(s, n − 1) is stored in the synthetic local variable s_sl. Regardless of the size of the SS, only n − 1 elements are stored in TL variables. All other elements are embedded within the frames of the Java call stack, thanks to the synthetic local variable. All TL variables are initialized to ⊥ T .
Manipulation of the SS can occur only on method entry and exit, as first (last, respectively) instructions executed in the method. At the beginning of each method that manipulates the stack, a push occurs by copying s_tl_<n − 2> into s_sl, then copying the value of s_tl_<i> into s_tl_<i + 1> (i = [0, n − 3]), and finally assigning the pushed element to s_tl_0. When the method ends, it must undo the push operation, by first copying s_tl_<i + 1> into s_tl_<i> (i = [0, n − 3]), then copying s_sl into s_tl_<n − 2>. For n = 2, a single TL variable suffices (see Table 5 ), while for n = 1, no TL variable is needed (see Table 6 ).
For n > 2, an alternative translation of SSs would store variables s_tl_<i> (i = [0, n − 2]) in a single TL array s_tl. The array serves as a ring buffer where the top n − 1 elements are accessible, while elements falling out from it due to push operations are saved into synthetic local variables. On method exit, fallen-out elements are restored into the array. This solution would avoid n data copying operations at each push and pop, at the cost of accessing an array on the heap, and is likely to be more efficient for large values of n. We do not show this translation here, because it is not needed in our approach (n ≤ 2). Figure 6 shows the translation of our approach for profiling task granularity ( Figure 5 ), along with task creation and execution, to DiSL code snippets. The numeric abstract data types used in Section 6 (i.e., INT and LONG) are translated into the correspondent primitive types in Java (i.e., int and long, respectively), THREAD and TEF are translated into Thread and Executor, respectively, while we use Object for representing TASK, to avoid casts to multiple task interfaces. We consider −1 as null value for numeric primitive types, and null for all other types.
Task-Granularity Profiling
The annotations @Before and @After specify where the code snippets shall be woven (i.e., at method beginning or end, respectively), while guards and scopes specify into which methods the code snippets shall be woven. In particular, the annotation at line 9 specifies that the code snippet must be applied only to the constructors of classes being subtype of Runnable, Callable, or ForkJoinTask, while guard ExecutionMethodGuard (lines 14 and 23) allows the code snippet to be inserted only in executions methods, according to the definition given in Section 3.2. Guards TaskGuard and ExecutionMethodGuard (executed in the DiSL server to determine whether a class shall be instrumented) resort to the DiSL Reflection API [50, 52] to access complete reflective supertype information about the class under instrumentation, performing accurate checks on the type hierarchy to detect subtypes of task interfaces at instrumentation time. Such checks are fundamental to avoid the insertion of expensive runtime type checks (i.e., the use of the instanceof operator) in the inserted instrumentation code, thus reducing the profiling overhead of tgp [50, 52] .
In the code snippets, we use the class PAPI to query the virtualized cycle counter of a thread through readCycleCounter. The class executes native code through a JNI agent to read and manage HPCs via the API provided by PAPI. Class DynamicContext (provided by DiSL) allows one to retrieve the object currently being executed (i.e., this) through getThis. Since our instrumentation guarantees that getThis is only called in a task constructor or execution method, function thisTask can be translated to a call to getThis. Functions getTime and thisThread can be translated to calls to System.nanoTime and Thread.currentThread, respectively, which can be called by any application running on the JVM.
Operations defined on task profiles are managed by class Profiler. Methods of class Profiler (i.e., registerCreation and registerExecution) send the collected metrics to the Shadow VM via the attached JVMTI agent. The Shadow VM stores and manages all task profiles, implementing the functions as detailed in Table 1 . In particular, the Shadow VM maintains a mapping from tasks to task profiles and inserts metrics received upon task creation and execution into the corresponding task profile, creating it if it does not exist. Moreover, Shadow VM detects and manages tasks executed multiple times, registering each execution separately in the task profile. Finally, when the observed application terminates, the Shadow VM creates a task trace, containing all metrics collected for each task profile. 
Task-Submission Profiling
We detect task submission by instrumenting all submission methods (as defined in Section 3.3). The inserted instrumentation code calls function registerSubmission to store the task as well as the task execution framework the task was submitted to in a task profile. In all submission methods, the task execution framework is the object being executed (i.e., this), while the submitted task is the object passed as first argument. Both objects can be retrieved by querying context information through methods getThis and getMethodArgumentValue, respectively, both defined in the class DynamicContext provided by DiSL. Similarly to task creation and execution, the collected metrics are sent to Shadow VM, which registers the submission in the task profile.
Calling-Context Profiling
Calling contexts are profiled separately from all other metrics in a separate run of the observed application. We profile calling contexts by instrumenting all methods of each loaded class. The full bytecode coverage ensured by DiSL allows the collection of complete calling contexts, including methods executed inside Java library classes. Upon method entry, an identifier of the method is pushed onto a stack-like data structure (on the observed JVM's heap); upon method completion, it is popped. The data structure is sent to Shadow VM upon task creation, submission, execution, or thread start. Our approach allows profiling complete calling contexts at the price of numerous memory accesses, which may significantly slow down application execution, biasing the collection of other metrics. For this reason, we profile calling contexts in a separate application run. We do not provide further details on calling-context profiling because similar instrumentation has been presented in several related studies and can be easily implemented [37, 57] .
EVALUATION OF TGP
In this section, we evaluate the overhead of tgp and discuss the measurement perturbations introduced by our approach.
Methodology and Setup
Our evaluation targets multiple real-world applications running on a single JVM in a sharedmemory multicore machine. In particular, we apply our tool to benchmarks from the DaCapo [6] , ScalaBench [59] , and Spark Perf [10] suites. DaCapo and ScalaBench are composed of well-known JVM applications written in Java and Scala, respectively, while Spark Perf is a collection of benchmarks for the popular Apache Spark [74] big-data analytics framework, released by the company responsible for Spark development.
We use the latest versions of the suites at the time of writing, i.e., DaCapo version 9.12-MR1 (released in January 2018), ScalaBench version 0.1.0 (released in February 2012), and the latest build of Spark Perf (dated December 2015). Following the recommendation of the DaCapo developers, 16 we execute the benchmark lusearch-fix in place of lusearch. 17 Both DaCapo and ScalaBench can be executed with different input sizes. We use the largest input defined for each application. Benchmarks can execute multiple iterations. Each iteration can either be considered as warm-up or steady-state. We run warm-up iterations until dynamic compilation and GC ergonomics are stabilized, following the approach described by Lengauer et al. [29] . All other iterations after warm-up are classified as steady-state. The evaluation presented in this section, as well as task-granularity analysis presented in Section 9 target only steady-state iterations. Table 7 lists the benchmarks considered, along with the used input size (in DaCapo and ScalaBench), and the number of warmup iterations (in the last column).
In all applications, we use the stop-the-world parallel collector [45] as GC (i.e., the default GC on multicores). Our choice allows filtering out cycles elapsed when GC is active, since no applicationor framework-layer tasks are in execution during a stop-the-world garbage collection. We conduct our evaluation on a server-class machine equipped with two NUMA nodes, each with an Intel Xeon E5-2680 (2.7GHz) processor with eight physical cores and 64GB of RAM, running under Ubuntu 16.04.03 LTS (kernel GNU/Linux 4.4.0-112-generic x86_64). When profiling a benchmark, no other CPU-, memory-, or IO-intensive applications are in execution on the system, to reduce measurement perturbations. Moreover, we pin the observed application to an exclusive NUMA node (i.e., other processes, including the DiSL server, Shadow VM, perf, and top run on a different NUMA node). This deployment setting increases the isolation of the observed application, reducing performance interference caused by other processes in execution (as the observed application exclusively utilizes the cores and the memory of its NUMA node). We set up top to collect CPU utilization only for the NUMA node where the observed application is executing, such that computational resources used by the DiSL server, Shadow VM, perf, and top are not accounted in the measurements, increasing the accuracy of the resulting CPU trace. We disable Turbo Boost and set the CPU governor to "performance" to disable frequency scaling, such that CPU cores run at the nominal speed for the whole application execution. In addition, we disable Hyper-Threading, ensuring that each logical CPU core seen by the OS maps to a physical CPU core. We use Java OpenJDK 1.8.0_161-b12.
The Spark Perf benchmarks are run on Spark 2.3.0 (compiled with Scala 2.11), set up in local mode on a single machine with as many executors as available cores. Note that in local mode, all Spark components, including the driver and all executors, run in a single JVM.
Profiling Overhead
In this section, we show the profiling overhead caused by tgp. We present overheads in the form of overhead factors, defined as the execution time of the observed application with profiling enabled divided by the execution time of the observed application with profiling disabled. We show our results in Figure 7 . For each application, we report the average overhead obtained on 20 steadystate runs (within the same JVM process). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
In most benchmarks, the overhead factor does not exceed 1.04×, with the following exceptions. In DaCapo, avrora incurs an average overhead of 1.13×. In ScalaBench, there are four benchmarks suffering from higher overhead, i.e., actors (1.34×), scalatest (1.41×), specs (1.34×), and tmt (1.12×). In Spark Perf, the overhead of GaussianMixtureEM is 1.16×. These overheads are caused by the presence of many spawned tasks (especially in the ScalaBench applications), whose creation, submission, and execution are instrumented by tgp. On average, profiling task granularity incurs a slowdown of 1.02× (DaCapo), 1.11× (ScalaBench), 1.04× (Spark Perf), and 1.05× (overall).
In summary, the overhead introduced by tgp is low for most evaluated applications. In our profiling methodology, a high overhead can jeopardize the accuracy of the collected task granularities, which are sensitive to measurement perturbations caused by the inserted instrumentation code. The typically low overhead introduced by tgp is less likely to significantly perturb the collected metrics, enabling more accurate task-granularity analyses, as discussed in the next section. 
Perturbations
The instrumentation code inserted for profiling the metrics of interest causes the execution of additional computations that are not part of the original observed application. While this approach is necessary to collect the desired metrics, the computations inserted may alter the metrics collected, leading to results that may not be representative of the original application behavior. Among all metrics profiled by tgp, reference cycles (used as a measure of task granularity) are particularly susceptible to perturbations caused by the profiling logic, because the additional computations inserted by the instrumentation may result in extra cycles elapsed during the execution of a task, which may be accounted in the granularity of the task. Reducing the amount of extra cycles elapsed due to instrumentation code is therefore very important to collect accurate task-granularity profiles.
The goal of this section is to estimate the amount of extra cycles introduced in the observed application when profiling task granularity with tgp. To this end, we measure the total amount of reference cycles elapsed when executing the observed application with and without tgp enabled. The measured reference cycles represent both the sequential and parallel work performed on all cores during the execution of an application. We collect reference cycles by attaching perf to the observed JVM, using a configuration that enables profiling the amount of cycles elapsed during program execution, regardless of whether tgp is used. We do not consider cycles elapsed during garbage collection, when no application-and framework-layer tasks are in execution.
To relate the amount of extra cycles introduced by tgp to the cycles originally elapsed in the target application, we introduce a new metric, the perturbation factor, defined as the number of reference cycles elapsed with tgp enabled, divided by the number of cycles elapsed with tgp disabled. We use perturbation factors as an indication of the quality of the collected profiles. High perturbation factors indicate that the collected metrics are likely to be biased, while low perturbation factors increase our confidence in the results. Note that the purpose of this metric is not to exactly quantify the (relative) amount of extra cycles inserted by tgp in the collected taskgranularity profiles. A high perturbation factor indicates that a significant amount of extra cycles has been introduced by the profiling logic; however, such cycles are not necessarily all counted in the collected task profiles. On the other hand, a low perturbation factor does not guarantee that the metrics are perturbed only little, as tgp might overestimate the granularity of some tasks while underestimating the granularity of some other tasks, without this being reflected in a high perturbation factor. Moreover, even with a low perturbation factor, thread scheduling may change in different application runs, and some computations in the instrumented application may be executed in different tasks (in comparison to the original application). Finally, attaching perf to collect reference cycles may itself introduce extra reference cycles in both the original and instrumented application, perturbing the collected values. Therefore, it is not possible to collect a fully accurate baseline. Figure 8 summarizes our results. For each application, we report the average perturbation factor obtained on 20 steady-state runs (within the same JVM process). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. Overall, the perturbation factor is moderate for many evaluated applications. In all DaCapo benchmarks, the perturbation factor is close to 1×, with the highest factor observed in luindex (1.03×). In ScalaBench, the only application where the perturbation factor is significant is actors (1.28×). This value can be explained by the fact that the workload of actors is dominated by the creation and execution of millions of very fine-grained tasks (see Section 9.2), each of them introducing extra cycles elapsed due to profiling code. Apart from actors, the perturbation factor observed in all other ScalaBench applications is below 1.06×. Finally, the only Spark Perf benchmark with a significant perturbation factor is StreamingWordCount (1.09×), while in all other Spark Perf benchmarks, the factor is no higher than 1.03×. The large confidence interval in some of the DaCapo and ScalaBench benchmarks can be motivated by the short duration of the workloads (below ∼500ms), which amplifies the variance of the measurements even in presence of moderate differences in the collected values (fop, luindex, kiama, and scalap) or by the presence of outliers in the performed measurements (scalac, scaladoc, spec, and sunflow).
On average, profiling task granularity with tgp causes only a low perturbation factor, equal to 1.01× (DaCapo), 1.03× (ScalaBench), 1.02× (Spark Perf), and 1.02× (overall). These low perturbation factors are likely to result in collected task-granularity profiles that closely represent the original application behavior.
TASK-GRANULARITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we use tgp to characterize task granularity in multiple task-parallel applications.
Methodology
Our analysis targets task-parallel benchmarks of the latest DaCapo, ScalaBench, and Spark Perf suites. We analyze the same applications used in the previous section for the evaluation of tgp. The Table 8 . Benchmarks Spawning Fine-Grained (FG) or Coarse-Grained (CG) Tasks experimental setup and our evaluation methodology are the same ones presented in Section 8.1. Table 8 reports all benchmarks where we found fine-or coarse-grained tasks, along with the number of problematic tasks spawned by the application and their class. All applications not appearing in the table are either explicitly labeled as single-threaded in the benchmark documentation (factorie, kiama, scalap, scalariform, and scalaxb), or they spawn neither coarse-nor fine-grained tasks (AlternatingLeastSquares, batik, ClassificationDecisionTree, fop, jython, luindex, scalac, scaladoc, scalatest, specs, and xalan).
Fine-Grained Tasks
We identify fine-grained tasks as large groups of tasks of the same class showing similarly low granularities. Our analysis reveals that several benchmarks spawn many fine-grained tasks in all the three benchmark suites: eclipse, pmd, tomcat, and tradesoap (from DaCapo); actors, apparat, and tmt (from ScalaBench); and StreamingWordCount (from Spark Perf). In the following text, we detail the class of such tasks and their purpose.
Task Description. Regarding DaCapo, eclipse runs a series of performance tests for the well-known Eclipse integrated development environment (IDE) [68] . As part of the workload, a ReadManager 18 creates many Thread instances to read the content (i.e., source code) of different compilation units. The goal of pmd is to analyze a set of source-code files, detecting errors or bad coding practices. Each file is processed in parallel by a PmdRunnable, which produces a report containing the problems found. tomcat requests several pages to an Apache Tomcat [62] webserver, verifying the correctness of the received pages afterwards. Operations over sockets are managed by the BlockPoller class, which creates many tasks to add or remove packets from the socket. Tasks responsible for handling packet removal (of class BlockPoller$3) are particularly fine grained. Finally, tradesoap executes the DayTrader [20] online stock trading benchmark on the H2 in-memory database [14] . Users execute transactions on the database in different sessions, coordinated by SOAP messages encapsulated in HTTP packets, which are in turn managed by the Jetty [67] web server. Numerous fine-grained tasks of class ConnectorEndPoint are used by Jetty to handle HTTP packets. In total, we found 468 fine-grained tasks in eclipse, 570 tasks in pmd, 200,816 tasks in tomcat, and 128,308 tasks in tradesoap.
Regarding ScalaBench, actors and apparat rely on the actor model [18] to execute computations in parallel. Actors are a form of lightweight parallel tasks [2] ; indeed, they are considered as very fine-grained tasks by tgp. Both benchmarks use an actor implementation provided by the Scala library, where an actor is an instance of ActorTask (which, in turn, is a subtype of both Runnable and Callable). Actors are used to test the performance of inter-actor communication (actors) or to optimize multimedia files (apparat). On the other hand, tmt uses the Stanford Topic Modeling Toolbox [69] to learn a topic model from a document composed of different records. Each record is processed in parallel by a ThreadRunner provided by the Scala library. actors and apparat make use of a large number of tasks, i.e., 5,197,993 and 122,626, respectively, while tmt resorts to 16,184 instances of ThreadRunner.
Finally, StreamingWordCount (from Spark Perf) executes performance tests on the streaming library of Spark [65] by reading a stream of words and producing a word frequency histogram. A computation in Spark is divided in several individual units of execution (called task in the Spark terminology, as explained in Section 10.3), each encapsulated in a Runnable of class TaskRunner. In this benchmark, the computation is divided in 1,852 small tasks, resulting in 1,852 fine-grained TaskRunner instances detected by tgp.
Task Granularity. Figure 9 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the granularity of tasks outlined above. Among the DaCapo benchmarks (Figure 9(a) ), the lowest granularities can be observed in tomcat and eclipse, where ∼98% of the tasks spawned do not execute more than 10 4 cycles and 10 5 cycles, respectively. The low granularities of such tasks are caused by the small size of the compilation units read (eclipse) and by the few operations needed to remove packets from the socket (tomcat). Task granularity in tradesoap is around 10 6 for 90% of the tasks, a sign that most of the tasks handle small HTTP messages. In pmd, ∼75% of the PmdRunnable objects feature a granularity lower than 10 7 cycles, and most of the tasks (98%) execute less than 10 8 cycles. The granularity of a PmdRunnable depends on the length and complexity of the file that the task is in charge of processing. The presence of diverse files in the input set of this benchmark leads to tasks with different granularities.
In ScalaBench (Figure 9(b) ), actors and apparat spawn actors of small granularity. In both benchmarks, the amount of cycles elapsed does not exceed 10 5 in ∼80% of the actors spawned, which is a sign that most actors execute little computation. The CDF of tmt shows the presence of two large groups of tasks with similar granularity, executing ∼3 · 10 6 cycles (∼35% of the tasks) and ∼3 · 10 7 cycles (∼50% of the tasks), respectively. Similarly to pmd, the granularity of a task in tmt is proportional to the length and complexity of the record that is assigned to the task. Finally, the granularity of most of the tasks spawned in StreamingWordCount (98%) is around 3·10 6 . Overall, these CDFs pinpoint the presence of large groups of tasks executing few computations. Task Execution. In tomcat and actors, fine-grained tasks are spawned and executed for the whole duration of the benchmark, while in all other applications, tasks are used only for a portion of the total workload. Figure 10 shows the portions of workloads that make use of fine-grained tasks. In pmd, tasks are used for the first ∼74% of the benchmark execution (measured in wall time) where source code is loaded and parsed. In the last part, the benchmark executes sequentially, collecting the reports produced by each PmdRunnable and producing a single human-readable log file. In tradesoap, tasks are executed once the benchmark starts processing user transactions. The initial and final parts of the workload (performing setup or cleaning operations) do not make use of such tasks. Tasks in eclipse are used only in the central portion of the workload (from ∼30% to ∼54% of the execution time), when compilation units are read.
Fine-grained tasks in StreamingWordCount are spawned in four distinct time intervals. Most of the tasks (92%) are executed at the beginning of the workload (i.e., in the first 12% of the benchmark execution), while other tasks are spawned in short spikes occurring at the ∼27%, ∼56%, and ∼85% of the execution time, where 3%, 3%, and 2% of the remaining tasks are spawned, respectively. Figure 10 ). Tasks are executed for the whole duration of the workload in benchmarks with no colored regions. Data for some benchmarks has been downsampled to 10% (actors), 20% (eclipse, tomcat, and tradesoap), or 40% (apparat).
Similarly, apparat spawns most of the tasks (85%) in the first 8% of the workload, while others are created in a short spike toward the end of the execution. Finally, the tasks in tmt are executed in different batches (20 in total), each batch consisting of ∼800 tasks. This behavior is due to the benchmark performing several cascading operations on the same dataset (such as mapping and reductions), each representing a batch. Each operation spawns new tasks.
Task Interference. Executing many fine-grained tasks in parallel may cause significant interference if there is need for synchronization. We measure the interference between fine-grained tasks by studying the number of context switches (cs) occurred during benchmark execution, reporting our results in Figure 11 . To better relate context switches experienced with the execution of fine-grained tasks, we highlight the time intervals where fine-grained tasks are in execution (reported in Figure 10 ) with colored regions superimposed to the trends shown in the figure. A region matches only the trend of the same color. The absence of a colored region for a benchmark denotes that tasks are always in execution in such application.
As shown in the figure, in pmd, eclipse, apparat, and tmt we can observe noticeable increments in the amount of context switches experienced in the time intervals where fine-grained tasks are in execution, resulting in an average amount of context switches observed equal to 2,120cs/100ms (pmd), 225cs/100ms (eclipse), 1,359cs/100ms (apparat), and 491cs/100ms (tmt), 19 in contrast to the very few context switches experienced when fine-grained tasks are not executed. Similarly, the execution of tomcat and actors (where tasks are used for the whole duration of the workload) results in many context switches occurring throughout benchmark execution, with an average of 6,326cs/100ms (tomcat) and 24,118cs/100ms (actors). While contention in StreamingWordCount remains low for most of the workload execution, we can observe several short time intervals where a sudden increase of context switches can be observed. Most of these spikes occur in each time interval where tasks are used, resulting in an average of 3,343cs/100ms. These observations suggest that in these seven benchmarks fine-grained tasks significantly interfere with each other, as the execution of fine-grained tasks is accompanied by a significant increase in the amount of context switches experienced by the application, while contention remains low when fine-grained tasks are not executed. On the other hand, while also the execution of fine-grained tasks in tradesoap causes a significant increment in the amount of context switches observed (i.e., from an average of 3,568cs/100ms to 5,500cs/100ms), high contention is present before fine-grained tasks are executed, and continues after they are not used anymore. This behavior suggests that, although fine-grained tasks increase the amount of context switches experienced by the benchmark, they are not the only cause of the high contention in tradesoap.
Summary.
Overall, our analysis reveals that fine-grained tasks in eclipse, pmd, tomcat, actors, apparat, tmt, and StreamingWordCount cause significant contention during their execution. Such contention is highest in actors (experiencing many context switches throughout benchmark execution) and more modest in eclipse (due to the lower amount of context switches observed). To reduce the interference between fine-grained tasks, they could be merged together into a smaller number of larger tasks. This optimization is eased by the fact that fine-grained tasks in several benchmarks process either a single piece of data (e.g., pmd and tmt) or a small dataset (e.g., eclipse and StreamingWordCount). To improve task granularity in such applications, it would be sufficient to assemble data in groups (e.g., in case of pmd and tmt), modifying each task to process a group rather than a single element (in tmt, this optimization could be applied to tasks within each batch), or to increase the size of the dataset processed by a single task (e.g., in case of eclipse and StreamingWordCount). Section 11 confirms the benefit of such an optimization on pmd and StreamingWordCount. On the other hand, while in tradesoap fine-grained tasks interfere with each other as well, merging fine-grained tasks may not significantly decrease the contention experienced by the benchmark, which is caused only partially by the fine-grained tasks.
Coarse-Grained Tasks
We identify coarse-grained tasks as relatively large groups of tasks of the same class, with a similar and high granularity. We observe the presence of coarse-grained tasks in six benchmarks of the DaCapo suite (avrora, h2, lusearch, sunflow, tradebeans, and tradesoap) and six applications from Spark Perf (ChiSquare, GaussianMixtureEM, KMeansClustering, LogRegression, Multinomial-NaiveBayes, and PrincipalComponentAnalysis).
Task Granularity. Figure 12 shows the CDF of the task granularity for the applications outlined above. To better see the presence of coarse-grained tasks in tradesoap, we remove fine-grained tasks from its CDF. In all DaCapo benchmarks (Figure 12(a) ), the vertical trends in the rightmost portion of their CDFs (in the shaded region) pinpoint the presence of a small group of tasks with similar granularity. Moreover, the granularity of such tasks is several orders of magnitude higher that the one of other tasks spawned by the benchmarks. Such trends identify coarse-grained tasks, whose average granularity ranges from ∼10 9 cycles (avrora) to ∼10 11 cycles (h2). Similar observations can be made on Spark Perf (Figure 12(b) ). All benchmarks in the suite feature similar CDFs, with the presence of few outlier tasks (in the shaded region) with a granularity significantly higher than the one of other tasks spawned, ranging from an average of ∼3 · 10 8 (GaussianMixtureEM and LogRegression) to ∼6 · 10 9 (ChiSquare).
Task Description. All coarse-grained tasks within a benchmark have the same class, whose purpose is discussed in the following text. The goal of avrora is to simulate the execution of 26 programs on a grid of AVR microcontrollers. The benchmark runs each simulation in parallel in a separate SimulatorThread. h2 executes the TPC-C [71] online transaction benchmark on H2. Database transactions are divided into different groups, each of them executed in parallel by a task of class TPCC$3. lusearch uses the Apache Lucene [63] text search engine to query the presence of keywords over a corpus of data. Queries are divided into groups, each of them executed in parallel by a QueryThread. sunflow renders a set of images by dividing subparts of images into independent groups, each of them processed in parallel by a BucketThread.
The purpose of tradebeans is the same of tradesoap (explained in Section 9.2), with the difference that transactions are executed directly on the server without using SOAP messages. In both tradebeans and tradesoap, transactions are divided into groups, each of them carried out in parallel by a DaCapoTrader. Apart from executing transactions, such tasks are also responsible to populate and tear down the database. Except avrora, all benchmarks in DaCapo spawn as many coarse-grained tasks as available CPU cores (i.e., 8 in the machine used for the evaluation). Such tasks are used throughout benchmark execution, with the exception of h2, where they are not utilized in the final part of the workload (i.e., the last ∼15% of the execution).
Finally, the purpose of each Spark Perf application is to run performance tests on different algorithms offered by the machine learning library of Spark (MLlib [61] ). All coarse-grained tasks in these benchmarks are of class TaskRunner. As discussed in Section 9.2, each TaskRunner encapsulates the execution of a single task (under Spark terminology). The computation carried out by each Spark Perf application is divided into a variable number of Spark tasks, resulting in diverse instances of TaskRunner spawned, ranging from a minimum of 5 (ChiSquare) to a maximum of 45 (LogRegression), as summarized in Table 8 . Coarse-grained tasks are used during the whole execution of each Spark Perf benchmark. Table 9 depicts the average CPU utilization of each benchmark. In most of them, the CPU is far from being fully utilized, especially in avrora, GaussianMixtureEM, and h2 where the average CPU utilization is 9%, 18%, and 19%, respectively. The highest average CPU utilization occurs in sunflow (96%), followed by MultinomialNaiveBayes (76%). All other benchmarks feature an average utilization ranging from 27% (PrincipalComponentAnalysis) to 58% (lusearch), pinpointing that a significant portion of the available processing capacity is not utilized on average. These observations remark that the use of coarse-grained tasks results in missed parallelization opportunities in most benchmarks (excluded sunflow and MultinomialNaiveBayes, where the CPU is overall better utilized), as the applications fail to fully utilize the available computing resources.
CPU Utilization.
Task Interference. With the goal of better utilizing the available CPU cores, the coarse-grained tasks outlined above could be split into multiple tasks with smaller granularity. However, the need for synchronization among tasks may severely limit the benefits of a lower task granularity, as more active tasks may result in more blocking primitives called, increasing the contention among tasks. To this end, we measure the interference between the executed tasks by studying the amount of context switches experienced during benchmark execution. Figure 13 reports our results. Regarding DaCapo (Figure 13(a) ), the applications experiencing less context switches over their execution are sunflow and lusearch, with an average of 51cs/100ms and 140cs/100ms, respectively. In contrast, the application mostly affected by context switches is avrora, with an average of 9,421cs/100ms, suggesting that avrora makes extensive use of blocking primitives that cause severe contention during task execution. On the other hand, the much lower amount of context switches experienced by sunflow and lusearch pinpoints that the interference between their tasks is small.
Regarding tradebeans and tradesoap, these benchmarks are little subjected to context switches in the first part of the workload (i.e., the first ∼31% of execution in tradebeans, and the first ∼5% in tradesoap), but experience a noticeable increase in the trend in the second part, resulting in an average of 3,948cs/100ms and 5,036cs/100ms for tradebeans and tradesoap, respectively. This behavior is caused by the fact that the first part of the two benchmarks is dominated by database population (which incurs in low contention between tasks), while the rest is dedicated to the execution of transactions (where contention is higher). h2 incurs in an average of 441cs/100ms in most of the workload, while this number drops suddenly in the final part, where tasks are not used, resulting in a sequential execution that incurs context switches only occasionally.
Finally, all Spark Perf benchmarks (Figure 13(b) ) exhibit a modest amount of context switches throughout their execution, ranging from an average of 14cs/100ms (ChiSquare) to a maximum of 97cs/100ms (GaussianMixtureEM), which indicates small contention occurring between different parallel tasks in the six Spark applications.
Summary.
Overall, our analysis suggests that in several benchmarks coarse-grained tasks could be split into multiple smaller tasks to better leverage the available CPU and improve application performance. The optimization is eased by the fact that coarse-grained tasks in all benchmarks (except avrora) process independent groups of data. To improve task granularity, it would be sufficient to divide data in a higher number of groups of lower size, keeping each group processed by a single task; we evaluate the benefits of such an optimization in Section 11.
This optimization is likely to yield major benefits in lusearch, ChiSquare, GaussianMixtureEM, KMeansClustering, LogRegression, and PrincipalComponentAnalysis, where the interference between tasks is lower and computing resources can be better utilized. A similar approach could also speed up database population in tradebeans and tradesoap, where interference between tasks is low. On the other hand, while applying the proposed approach to other benchmarks is possible, it is less likely that modifying task granularity there results in noticeable optimizations, as the CPU is already well utilized in sunflow and MultinomialNaiveBayes, and contention in avrora, h2, and the second part of tradebeans and tradesoap is significant, which may overcome the benefits of processing the application with a higher number of tasks.
TASK-GRANULARITY OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we show how tgp eases the optimization of task granularity, focusing on one benchmark where many fine-grained tasks interfere with each other (pmd) and on another benchmark where the presence of coarse-grained tasks limits the utilization of the available computing resources (lusearch). We also describe our approach to optimize task granularity in Spark Perf.
pmd
Each PmdRunnable (despite its name, the class implements Callable) receives the source-code file to process as an argument to its constructor. Our profiler detects that such tasks are submitted to a single ThreadPoolExecutor. Thanks to calling-context profiling enabled by tgp, we determine the class and method where the tasks are created and submitted. In particular, such tasks are created in the method processFiles of the class PMD. The creation calling context of all PmdRunnable objects is the same, indicating that all tasks are likely to be created altogether in a loop-like construct in processFiles. Moreover, the submission calling context of all PmdRunnable objects is equal to their creation calling context, a sign that a task is submitted right after its creation in PMD.processFiles.
To optimize task granularity in pmd, we perform the following actions. First, we modify the implementation of class PmdRunnable, enabling the processing of multiple source-code files. In particular, we modify the constructor (taking a list of files as input) as well as its call method (returning a list of reports, one for each processed file). Second, since the input data is provided to each task upon its creation, we modify the code where such tasks are created (in PMD.processFiles). Our modification allows the user to set the number of tasks spawned (n) through a command-line parameter. Input files are then clustered in n groups (a group contains approximately 570/n files), each of them processed by a single task. Third, since each task will now produce multiple reports, we modify task submission in PMD.processFiles, enabling the collection of multiple reports upon the completion of each task. Our modifications concern only task granularity; they do not alter the behavior of the application or the results produced, require the modification of only 32 lines of code, and do not require any specific knowledge of the benchmark.
lusearch
The benchmark carries out a total of 128 queries, dividing them into equally sized groups, each of them processed by a QueryThread. The benchmark spawns as many QueryThread instances as available CPU cores. As the name suggests, such tasks subclass Thread. Similarly to PmdRunnable, all QueryThread instances feature the same creation calling context. Moreover, the starting calling contexts of all QueryThread instances match their creation calling context. This fact indicates that all threads are created together and started right after creation. Creation and starting occur in class Search in method main.
Optimizing task granularity in lusearch involves spawning more QueryThread objects, each of them processing a smaller number of queries. To this end, we modify lusearch as follows. First, we make QueryThread implement Runnable rather than subclassing Thread, transforming that class into a more lightweight entity that can be scheduled more efficiently. Second, we allow the user to specify the number of QueryThread instances created by the benchmark. To this end, we modify the code portions inside Search.main responsible to create the tasks. Finally, we introduce a thread-pool making use of as many threads as available cores, submitting a QueryThread to such thread-pool right after its creation. This modification still occurs in Search.main. If more QueryThread instances than available cores are spawned (as specified by the user), our modifications lead to a lower number of queries carried out by each QueryThread wrt. the original application, as queries are equally distributed among all spawned QueryThread objects. Similarly to pmd, the modifications applied to lusearch are only aimed at optimizing task granularity (i.e., they do not alter the logic of the benchmark or the results produced) and alter only 13 lines of code.
Spark Perf Benchmarks
In Spark, each application performs computations on resilient distributed datasets (RDDs) [74] , i.e., on immutable collections of elements divided into partitions, which represent the portions of data that can be processed in parallel. Data must be inserted into an RDD before being processed. A Spark application can be seen as a sequence of operations over RDDs, organized in jobs composed of a variable number of stages. The number of stages inside a job depends on which operations are used by the job (e.g., in general, reduceByKey or groupByKey introduce additional stages, while map or filter do not). Between each stage, data inside an RDD is repartitioned in a new RDD. Each stage is composed of a collection of tasks executing the same code on different partitions of the RDDs. Overall, the final number of tasks into which a Spark application is divided depends on several variables, such as the number of jobs created, the number of stages a job requires, and the number of partitions in each RDD. 20
Coarse-Grained Tasks. To optimize task granularity in the Spark Perf applications spawning coarse-grained tasks, we modify the number of partitions of the RDD created at the beginning of the application to store the initial dataset. In such applications, the initial RDD is created from a textual file stored in the local filesystem, via the textFile method (defined in SparkContext [66] ), which allows setting the desired number of partitions of the RDD as an optional argument. In the original applications, such an argument is not passed to textFile, resulting in a default number of partitions being generated by Spark in the RDD (this number depends on the size and format of the input data). We control the number of partitions generated by setting this optional argument, modifying a single line of code in each benchmark. Since a different number of partitions results in a different number of tasks spawned, our approach enables us to decrease task granularity by increasing the number of partitions of the RDD.
Fine-Grained Tasks.
Differently from all other Spark Perf benchmarks considered in this article, in StreamingWordCount (spawning fine-grained tasks) the input data is received in the form of a continuous stream of textual data from a socket, leveraging the Spark Streaming API [65] . Data received is assembled in RDDs with multiple partitions periodically (every 100ms), resulting in a high number of fine-grained tasks to process data in the RDDs.
To increase task granularity in StreamingWordCount, we modify the number of partitions of the RDDs created between different stages. Each Spark operation introducing additional stages accepts an optional parameter specifying the desired number of partitions of the new RDD. If no number is specified, Spark uses the value of the spark.default.parallelism configuration variable. StreamingWordCount neither specifies any explicit partition number, nor sets the value of spark.default.parallelism, resulting in a default number of partitions being generated by Spark in the new RDDs (in local mode, this is equal to the number of available cores [64] ). We modify the number of partitions created after each stage by explicitly setting spark.default.parallelism. Since the number of partitions determines the amount and the granularity of the spawned tasks, our approach allows us to control the number of tasks spawned by StreamingWordCount by adding a single line of code in the application (to set the value of spark.default.parallelism).
Similarly to pmd and lusearch, our modifications to Spark Perf benchmarks concern only task granularity. They neither modify the behavior of the application nor the results produced. Moreover, they do not require any specific knowledge of the benchmark. Finally, they require only minimum modifications to the target application (i.e., a single line of code) to be implemented.
EVALUATION OF OPTIMIZED APPLICATIONS
Here, we discuss the speedup enabled by our task-granularity optimizations presented in the previous section.
Methodology and Setup
We execute the modified benchmarks on different environments. Apart from the machine used for task-granularity analysis, where applications are set up to use 8 cores on a single NUMA node as described in Section 8.1, we use two additional environments: the same machine, where applications are not bound to run on a single NUMA node (i.e., they can use 16 physical cores), and an additional machine, equipped with an Intel i7-4710MQ (2.5GHz) processor with 4 physical cores, 8GB of RAM, running under Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS (kernel GNU/Linux 4.4.0-116-generic x86_64), with Turbo Boost and Hyper-Threading disabled, where the governor is set to "performance" to disable frequency scaling. The version of all other software used is the one described in Section 8.1.
Approach
In each environment, we run the modified benchmarks in different settings, each with a different number of tasks spawned.
DaCapo.
In pmd and lusearch, we start from the same number of tasks used in the original applications (i.e., 570 PmdRunnable objects and as many QueryThread instances as available cores). In each setting, we iteratively halve the number of PmdRunnable objects used by pmd and double the number of QueryThread instances employed by lusearch. Our approach materializes in a progressively higher task granularity in pmd, as each task processes more files in subsequent settings. Similarly, task granularity in lusearch becomes smaller, as the number of queries processed by each task is halved in each setting. In pmd, we continue this process until the benchmark would spawn less tasks than available CPU cores. In lusearch, we stop adding tasks when 128 tasks are used (more tasks would not be utilized, since the total number of queries to be processed is 128).
Spark Perf (Coarse-Grained Tasks).
In all Spark Perf benchmarks using coarse-grained tasks, we decrease task granularity as follows. We start by setting the number of partitions of the initial RDD to 8 (lower values do not result in a higher number of tasks spawned, as they are lower that the default number of partitions used by Spark in the original application). In subsequent settings, we iteratively double the number of partitions, resulting in a progressively higher number of tasks spawned, each with decreasing granularity. Note that the final number of TaskRunner objects created by each application is proportional but is not equal to the number of partitions set, as the use of multiple stages or jobs in the application can cause a much larger number of tasks spawned, as outlined in Section 10.3. We continue our approach until the execution time of the modified benchmark is higher than the original one (denoting the presence of fine-grained tasks causing interference between each other). 21 Spark Perf (Fine-Grained Tasks). The original StreamingWordCount repartitions RDDs between different stages in as many partitions as available cores. We increase task granularity as follows. We start by setting spark.default.parallelism to the number of available cores. In subsequent settings, we iteratively halve the value of spark.default.parallelism, which results in a lower amount of tasks spawned, each with increasing granularity. We continue our approach until spark.default.parallelism is set to 1, or no speedup can be observed. Tables 10, 11 , and 12 report the results of task-granularity optimization on 8 cores, 16 cores, and 4 cores, respectively. For each setting, the table reports the number of tasks spawned and the speedup obtained w.r.t. the original (unmodified) application. Speedup is presented in terms of speedup factors, defined as the execution time of the original application divided by the execution time of the modified application. The values shown are the average over 20 steady-state runs (within the same JVM process). We also report 95% confidence intervals. The number of tasks spawned has been measured with tgp in a separate run (tgp is not active when measuring speedups). For all benchmarks, we observe significant speedups in all the environments considered. Regarding DaCapo, employing less tasks with larger granularity in pmd leads to noticeable speedups, reaching a peak when 9 (in the 8-core and 4-core machine) or 18 tasks (in the 16-core machines) are used. These results are a sign of a reduced need for synchronization among tasks, resulting in less contention as well as reduced scheduling overhead. Oppositely, reducing task granularity in lusearch allows significant speedups, which are maximum when 64 (in the 8-core machine), 32 (in the 16-core machine) or 8 QueryThread objects (in the 4-core machine) are used. These results suggest that the higher number of tasks used enables better CPU utilization. Further creating tasks results in lower speedups, a sign that the contention between tasks increases, jeopardizing All other Spark Perf applications benefit from task-granularity optimization to a greater extent than the DaCapo benchmarks and StreamingWordCount, as indicated by the higher speedups observed. Here, increasing task granularity on the 8-core machine leads to a progressively higher speedup, reaching peaks above 2.00× in all benchmarks, and above 3.00× (3.80×) in ChiSquare. Increasing the number of available cores makes the benefit of optimizing task granularity more evident (see Table 11 ), with speedups above 3.00× in all five Spark Perf benchmarks suffering from coarse-grained tasks, and equal to 5.90× in ChiSquare, sign that tasks in Spark Perf can well exploit the available computing resources if an optimal number of tasks is used. Task-granularity optimization leads to improved application performance also when a lower number of cores is available, as indicated by Table 12 . On a 4-core machine, the maximum speedup observable is 1.52× (ChiSquare). The lower speedups obtained on this environment can be determined by the lower performance of the used machine (i.e., less computing cores and reduced memory), which may limit the resources exploitable by an optimized task granularity, especially in StreamingWord-Count.
Results
In summary, our evaluation results show that optimizing task granularity can lead to significant performance improvements, resulting in speedups up to a factor of 5.90×. Our profiler plays a fundamental role to this end, as it enables one to locate tasks suffering from too fine-or coarse-grained granularities, and assists the user in their optimization. In pmd and lusearch, all the classes and methods modified during task-granularity optimization are directly indicated by tgp, which avoids the need of manually locating the application code to be modified.
DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss design decisions behind our approach as well as the limitations of our profiling methodology.
Excluded Metrics
The metrics collected by tgp result from a careful selection process considering a larger set of metrics. Before focusing on reference cycles, we considered other metrics to represent task granularity: bytecode count, machine-instruction count, and wall time.
Bytecode count (i.e., the number of bytecodes executed by a task) is less affected by perturbations caused by the instrumentation than reference-cycle count (as the number of bytecodes introduced by the instrumentation is known and can be excluded from the count); however, it cannot track code without a bytecode representation (such as native methods), may account bytecodes that are not executed due to optimizations performed by the JVM's dynamic compiler, and represents bytecodes of different complexity with the same unit (e.g., a complex floating-point division has the same weight as a simple pop). Moreover, collecting bytecode count requires the insertion of instrumentation code in the basic blocks of code in the methods of the loaded classes. Such an extensive instrumentation may significantly perturb dynamic compilation and impair optimizations performed by the dynamic compiler, such as escape analysis, scalar replacement of objects, and method inlining, unless the dynamic compiler is specifically designed to avoid such perturbations (e.g., by recognizing explicitly marked instrumentation code [76] ).
Similarly to bytecode count, also machine-instruction count (i.e., the number of machine instructions executed by a task) represents computations of different complexity with the same unit. Moreover, it cannot track latencies caused by cache misses or misalignments. Finally, wall time (i.e., the difference between the ending and starting task-execution timestamps) may include time intervals where a task is not scheduled, resulting in an overestimation of task granularity. In contrast, reference-cycle count does not suffer from such limitations.
At the OS layer, we originally considered the number of core migrations incurred by the observed application. This metric is subsumed by context switches (a core migration may happen only during a context switch), which can better show contention among tasks, as it accounts also for the execution of blocking primitives not causing a core migration.
Finally, we considered also the number of cache misses caused by the observed application. We excluded that metric because we found it to be little related to task granularity or task contention.
Task Interfaces, Execution Frameworks, Aggregation
and Multiple Task Executions Our definition of task interfaces includes Runnable, Callable, and ForkJoinTask, because they are the interfaces/classes most commonly used to define parallel entities in multithreaded applications on the JVM. However, the Java API [43] does not oblige developers to represent tasks as subtypes of such task interfaces. As a result, entities that are subtypes of neither Runnable, nor Callable, nor ForkJoinTask may still be used as parallel tasks, without being profiled by tgp. A similar observation holds for entities used as task execution frameworks without being subtype of Executor. This particularly concerns old applications written before Java 5 was released, when the interfaces Callable, ForkJoinTask, and Executor were not provided by the Java class library, forcing developers to define custom interfaces to represent tasks and task execution frameworks.
To enable the profiling of such entities, we plan to allow users to provide custom specifications of task interfaces, execution methods, task execution frameworks, and submission methods.
Similarly, our heuristic for task aggregation reduces the complexity of the resulting profiles for applications using common coding patterns enabled by the Java class library. For example, our heuristic assumes that the application uses the task execution frameworks defined by the Java API (such as ThreadPoolExecutor and ForkJoinPool, which make use of helper and adapter tasks). For applications not making use of such coding patterns, our heuristic may not be appropriate, e.g., it may aggregate important tasks whose granularities should be studied separately. In such applications, the heuristic can be disabled, effectively skipping the second step of our profiling methodology (see Figure 2 ). We have verified that the results presented in the article would not have changed with our heuristic disabled.
Among the benchmarks analyzed in Section 9, the heuristic proved particularly useful when analyzing task granularity in tradesoap, where 209,975 helper tasks resulting from the use of thread pools were aggregated to their outer task. Without our heuristic, such tasks would have resulted as very fine-grained tasks in the profile. However, such tasks do not execute any userdefined workload, and their purpose is limited to set up the execution of ConnectorEndPoint tasks and handle exceptions triggered by them. Since their execution is tied to ConnectorEndPoint tasks, users should focus on such tasks during task-granularity analysis. This is eased by our heuristic, which removes helper tasks from the profile.
Finally, an alternative approach could treat multiple task executions as a single task, summing up the different collected granularities in a single task profile, in contrast to considering them as separate tasks, as we do (see Section 3.6). We have verified that such an approach does not impact any of the results presented in this article.
JVM Services
Our tool does not aim at detecting all GC activities; rather, tgp monitors only stop-the-world collections. This is motivated by the fact that application threads are stopped during such collections; hence, OS-layer metrics sampled during these activities are not related to task execution, and are typically not of interest during task-granularity analysis. Detecting stop-the-world collections allows one to ignore such measurements, enabling a better study of task interference and CPU utilization. While concurrent collections (i.e., those occurring along with application execution) are not monitored by tgp, the analysis presented in Section 9 is conducted using the parallel GC [45] , which does not perform concurrent collections.
In contrast, tgp does not remove OS-layer metrics collected during dynamic compilation. This is motivated by the fact that dynamic compilation is typically performed concurrently with application execution; hence, filtering out OS-layer metrics collected during dynamic compilation would also remove metrics related to the execution of application code. To minimize the chances of considering OS-layer metrics related to dynamic compilation, the task-granularity analysis presented in this article focuses only on the steady-state, where compiler threads are rarely active and are not likely to alter significantly the collected metrics. Moreover, in the JVM used for our analysis, reference cycles related to dynamic compilation are not accounted, because compilation occurs in dedicated native threads, which are not monitored by tgp.
Limitations
Several metrics collected by tgp can be biased by perturbations caused by the inserted instrumentation code. Besides, instrumentation may influence thread scheduling. Our profiling methodology takes several measures to keep perturbations low, including minimal and efficient instrumentation that minimizes heap allocations in the observed JVM, use of low-overhead HPCs, and profiling data structures built in a separate process (Shadow VM). Moreover, expensive operations such as task aggregation, trace alignment, and calling-context profiling are performed after application execution. These measures result in low profiling overhead and reduce the chances for significant perturbations, as discussed in Section 8. In applications with a high task spawn rate (defined as the number of created tasks over unit of time), such as actors, profiling overhead and measurement perturbations can still be significant (see Figures 7 and 8) , reducing the accuracy of the collected profiles. Nonetheless, a high task spawn rate can be sign of suboptimal performance. Our tool enables one to detect applications with a high task spawn rate, and aids their optimization thanks to calling-context profiling.
Other processes executing concurrently with the observed application may interfere with tgp. In particular, such processes may increase the CPU utilization of the system (biasing the measurements performed by top, as the values observed do not refer only to the execution of the observed application) and the contention on blocking primitives (which may result in more context switches experienced by the target application w.r.t. an execution without concurrent applications). Ensuring that no other CPU-, memory-, or IO-intensive process executes concurrently with the observed application reduces the chances of experiencing this limitation, as we did when conducting our task-granularity analysis. Moreover, in environments with multiple NUMA nodes, binding the execution of the observed JVM to an exclusive node can further reduce the effect of this limitation. We use such a setting when evaluating our approach (Section 8) and conducting task-granularity analysis (Section 9).
The applications analyzed in this article may exhibit different behaviors in different environments. The number of coarse-grained tasks spawned in h2, lusearch, sunflow, tradebeans, and tradesoap is determined by the number of available CPU cores. On machines with more CPU cores, more tasks will be spawned, which may result in a reduced task granularity. On the contrary, task granularity may increase on machines with fewer CPU cores. In addition, a different number of available CPU cores may change the resulting CPU utilization. More computing resources may decrease the overall CPU utilization of the target application, thus increasing the benefits of our task-granularity optimizations on coarse-grained tasks, as indicated by the higher speedups obtained on the 16-core machine (Table 11 ). On the other hand, fewer CPU cores may limit the benefits of our approach on coarse-grained tasks. While we observe such an effect in our evaluation (Table 12) , the achieved speedups in all settings show that the considered applications suffered from suboptimal task granularity in all our measurement environments before optimization.
Our approach uses context-switches as a measure for contention among tasks. While our results show a strong correlation between periods of many context switches and task execution in many benchmarks, tgp cannot detect whether such context switches originate from task interference or from other causes (such as frequent I/O activities unrelated to tasks). Nonetheless, for all the applications analyzed in Section 9, we manually verified that periods of many context switches are caused by contention among tasks, unless otherwise noted.
Finally, most of the metrics used to analyze task granularity are platform-dependent; hence, the reproducibility of any task-granularity analysis may be limited. However, our choice of using platform-dependent metrics is well justified by their efficacy in describing task granularity, CPU utilization, and contention between tasks. While profiling some metrics requires the presence of performance counters either in the OS (e.g., for measuring context switches) or in the hardware (e.g., for measuring reference cycles), such counters are available in most modern operating systems and processors. the work queues. Lifflander et al. [30] present an approach to dynamically merge tasks in fork-join work-stealing-based Cilk programs, which are known to suffer significant overheads caused by the synchronized deques from which tasks are taken out [28] .
While the above techniques enable automatic task-granularity adaptation, they can mainly benefit recursive divide-and-conquer applications. Other kinds of applications are less suited to dynamic task-granularity control. On the other hand, our focus is not limited to recursive divideand-conquer applications.
An alternative approach to adapt task granularities at runtime is lazy task creation. This technique allows developers to express fine-grained parallelism. Lazy task creation works best with fork-join tasks. At runtime, when a new task should be forked, a runtime system decides whether to spawn and execute the task in parallel or to execute it in the context of the caller (thus increasing the granularity of the caller task). The original implementation by Mohr et al. [36] spawns a new task only if computing resources become idle. Several other techniques are based on lazy task creation. Noll et al. [40] present concurrent calls, language constructs that can be executed either sequentially (as a coarser-grained task) or concurrently (as finer-grained tasks), based on task-granularity estimations performed by a runtime framework. Zhao et al. [75] present a similar approach for Habanero-Java, which is based on static analysis.
Lazy task creation is less effective in applications that do not make use of fork-join tasks. On the other hand, our work benefits fork-join tasks as well as other kinds of construct (such as thread pools or custom task execution frameworks) that may not benefit from lazy task creation. Moreover, most of the above techniques rely on profiling to refine their runtime decisions, which may introduce significant runtime overhead [40] , thus decreasing the benefits of task-granularity adaptation. On the contrary, the profiling overhead caused by tgp is low in most of the analyzed applications.
Another approach to avoid the overhead of creating fine-grained tasks is to determine the minimum task granularity that makes parallel task execution worthwhile, i.e., the cut-off. Several authors have proposed different solutions to determine the cut-off and manage finer task granularities. Duran et al. [13] propose an adaptive cut-off technique for OpenMP, based on profiling information collected at runtime to discover task granularity. Tasks whose granularity is lower than the cut-off are pruned from the target application to reduce creation and scheduling overheads. A similar approach is proposed by Iwasaki et al. [23] and implemented as an optimization pass in LLVM, while Bi et al. [4] present a similar technique for Function Flow. These approaches base their decisions on collected metrics that can be significantly perturbed, decreasing the accuracy of the proposed approaches. While our analysis is also based on metrics that can be biased, we resort to accurate and efficient profiling techniques, instrumentation and data structures that help reducing measurement perturbations, differently from the above work.
Another limitation of many techniques presented above [9, 13, 30, 36, 40, 70, 75] is that they require the introduction of custom constructs in the source code of the target application, or execute it on a modified runtime system, which may be impractical for some programs. In contrast, our analysis targets unmodified applications (as distributed by the developers) in execution on standard JVMs. Our work requires neither the addition of custom constructs nor the use of a modified runtime. Finally, similarly to approaches for estimating task granularity (Section 13.1), the aforementioned techniques focus only little on the performance drawbacks of coarse-grained tasks, differently from our work.
Profiling Task Granularity
Profiling task granularity is fundamental to investigate related performance drawbacks. Some of the aforementioned techniques [13, 40] profile task granularity as part of their adaptive strategies.
Unfortunately, the resulting profiles are not made available to the user and cannot be used to conduct further analysis of task granularity.
To the best of our knowledge, there are only two profilers for task granularity, apart from ours. Hammond et al. [15] describe a set of graphical tools to help analyze task granularity in terms of a temporal profile correlating thread execution with time. More recently, Muddukrishna et al. [38] develop grain graphs, a performance analysis tool that visualizes the granularity of OpenMP tasks.
Unfortunately, the above tools collect only a limited set of metrics that do not allow one to fully understand the impact of task granularity on application performance. On the other hand, our profiler collects comprehensive metrics from the whole system stack simultaneously, which aid performance analysts to correlate task granularity with its impact on application performance at multiple system layers. Moreover, tgp incurs only little profiling overhead and provides actionable profiles, which are used to optimize task granularity in several real-world applications, unlike the work of Hammond et al. Finally, grain graphs are better suited for recursive fork-join applications, while tgp targets any task-parallel application running on the JVM in shared-memory multicores.
Work-Span Model
The work-span model [24] aims at finding the maximum theoretical parallelism of a parallel application by dividing its work (i.e., the time a sequential execution would take to complete all tasks) by its span (i.e., the time a parallel execution would take on an infinite number of processors). The span is also equal to the time to execute the critical path, i.e., the longest chain of tasks that must be executed sequentially.
Several authors rely on the work-span model to locate and optimize the critical path of an application. He et al. propose Cilkview [17] , a tool for analyzing the logical dependencies within an application to determine its work and span, estimating the maximum speedup and predicting how the application will scale with an increasing number of computing cores. Schardl et al. present Cilkprof [58] , an extension of Cilkview that collects the work and span for each call site of the application, to assess how much each call site contributes to the overall work and span. A main limitation of Cilkprof is that it runs the profiled application sequentially, resulting in significant slowdown w.r.t. a parallel execution of the original application. Both Cilkview and Cilkprof can only benefit Cilk applications. Yoga et al. propose TaskProf [73] , a profiler that identifies parallelism bottlenecks and estimates possible parallelism improvements by computing work and span in task-parallel applications. TaskProf only supports C++ applications using the Intel Threading Building Blocks task-parallel library.
Differently from Cilkview, our profiler does not aim at computing the expected speedup of the whole program; instead, it aims at locating suboptimal task granularities. In contrast to both Cilkprof and TaskProf, our profiler requires neither compiler support nor library modification. Moreover, the overhead of tgp is significantly lower than the one reported by the authors of all three tools, allowing the collection of more accurate metrics with less measurement perturbations. Finally, none of these tools supports the JVM.
Overall, the above work detects bottlenecks and predicts speedups by mainly focusing on the longest tasks of an application (i.e., coarse-grained tasks), paying little attention to the possible performance drawbacks caused by short tasks (i.e., fine-grained tasks). In contrast, our work focuses on both coarse-grained and fine-grained tasks, enabling the detection of performance problems caused by a too fine-grained task parallelism.
CONCLUSION
Our work bridges the gap between the need for a better understanding of the task granularity for parallel applications running on the JVM and the lack of dedicated techniques and tools focusing on the analysis and optimization of task granularity.
Summary of Contributions.
We present a novel methodology to accurately profile the granularity of all tasks spawned in task-parallel applications on a JVM, helping developers locate performance problems. Our approach produces actionable profiles indicating the classes and methods where optimizations related to task granularity are needed, guiding developers towards useful optimizations.
We implement our profiling technique in tgp, a novel task-granularity profiler for the JVM, built on top of the DiSL and Shadow VM frameworks, which enable accurate and complete taskgranularity profiling thanks to full bytecode coverage and strong isolation of analysis code. We use efficient data structures to decrease the profiling overhead of tgp (i.e., 1.05×, on average) and so to reduce perturbations of the collected task-granularity profiles (i.e., average perturbation factor equal to 1.02×).
With tgp, we analyze task granularity in numerous task-parallel applications from the Da-Capo, ScalaBench, and Spark Perf suites, revealing inefficiencies related to fine-grained and coarsegrained tasks in many applications. We identify the presence of coarse-grained tasks that underutilize CPU and result in idle core, and of fine-grained tasks suffering from noticeable contention and leading to significant parallelization overheads. We identify coarse-grained tasks that can be split into several smaller ones to better exploit idle CPU, and fine-grained tasks that can be merged to reduce contention.
We use the actionable profiles collected by tgp to optimize task granularity in numerous applications. We modify the classes and methods indicated by our tool, implementing optimizations by modifying only a few lines of code and with limited knowledge of the target application. Our approach enables significant speedups in numerous applications suffering from fine-and coarse-grained tasks in different environments, up to a factor of 5.90× (in ChiSquare on a 16-core machine).
Overall, our evaluation results demonstrate the importance of analyzing and optimizing task granularity on the JVM using an accurate and efficient profiling methodology that enables the collection of actionable profiles. Moreover, our task-granularity analysis and profiler can help the maintainers of the analyzed benchmark suites to improve future releases by including additional applications with varying task granularities.
An open-source release of tgp is available at https://github.com/fithos/tgp. Apart from taskgranularity analysis and optimization, tgp has proved useful for supporting different research purposes, such as domain-specific benchmark synthesis [77] and automated large-scale dynamic program analysis [72] .
Future Work. The work presented in this article opens up new research opportunities. Our optimization results indicate that our work can benefit various task-parallel applications in different fields. As future work, one could extend the analysis and optimization presented here by conducting a large-scale characterization of task granularity, performing related optimizations on a broad range of applications. From the collected profiles, one could extract common anti-patterns leading to suboptimal task granularity in different applications, deriving guidelines for developers to prevent such anti-patterns in future releases and in new software.
Moreover, future research could automate the characterization and optimization of task granularity, reducing the effort for analyzing numerous task-granularity profiles. Thanks to automated task-granularity analysis, one could derive patterns and anti-patterns to classify task granularity as optimal or suboptimal from numerous task-parallel applications. These patterns could be used to define accurate performance models through machine-learning techniques to enable the automatic classification of task granularity in new open-source applications.
